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Hoppy frog beer

We are sorry, but we are not of legal age to visit our site. For more information, please feel info@hoppinfrog.com contact us for more information. JavaScript has been detected disabled in this browser. To .com use the Twitter browser, enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser. You can find a list
of supported browsers in the Help Center. Help Center Barrel Aged B.O.R.I.S. Stout - a Russian imperial made from the B.O.R.I.S. Imperial Stout, which is rated one of the 50 best beers in the world and won gold at GABF in 2008. Barrel Aged B.O.R.I.S.. Read more made from B.O.R.I.S. Imperial Stout,
which is rated one of the world's 50 best beers and won gold at GABF in 2008. Barrel Aged B.O.R.I.S. picks up characters rich in vanilla, dark fruit, oak and spices. It reads incredibly complex and flavorful 9.4% ABV 60 IBU 24,353 rating added 08/21/10 Additional infusion A: Peanut Butter Chocolate
Coffee Porter - Heavenly Chocolate and Other Peanut Butter Flavors The vortex surrounds your senses as you enjoy this wonderful maze of complexity that is Infusion A. You will surround your senses reading the vortex of heavenly chocolate and peanut butter flavors as you enjoy this wonderful maze of
complexity that is Infusion A. The first in our Tower Tuesday series, this robust coffee porter is a great example of the eye-popping taste we developed in Tuesday's infusion. Savoring the results of our research, we are really developing better beer through knowledge. Add a small 6.2% ABV 26 IBU 20,538
rating addition 04/03/14 D.O.R.I.S. Destroyer Stout - Russian Empire This extreme double oatmeal Russian Empire stout overwhelms, satisfies and destroys your taste buds like no other! D.O.R.I.S. is even darker and more hoppy,... Read more This extreme double oatmeal Russian Empire stout will
overwhelm and satisfy and destroy your taste buds like no other! The D.O.R.I.S. is even darker, hoppier and stronger than the gold medal that won the B.O.R.I.S. Crusher stu-out. Dry hops and first wort hops with the best American hops for the great Imperial Hops for a great Imperial Stout experience!
08/21/10 Frog Hollow Double Pumpkin Pumpkin/ Yum Beer There is a place to call frog hollow just south, cauldrons light up in autumn and they only speak with name whispers. They have breweries. Read more There is just a place in the south that they call the hollow of frogs where cauldrons flare up in
the fall, and they speak only in the whisper of names. They have a brewery that says who has the secret, spices were just chosen. In a cry, they knock it out and hand you the joy of this frog. Add a little 8.4% ABV 7 IBU 16,596 rating add 09/06/13 Gangster Frog I.P.A.IPA - satisfy the American I.P.A. with
the aroma and flavor of American crisps and cleverly claimed American hops. Bring the bright spicy citrus hop character to the fore and it's clear. Read more crisps.An American I.P.A. with a cleverly assertive American hop aroma &amp; taste. Bright spicy citrus hop character on the front, with clear
orange &amp; tropical fruit hop bouquet to add welcome complexity and strike the perfect balance. It's all about hops at Gang Frog I.P.A. Read 7.5% ABV 55 IBU 14,722 Rating Added 03/29/13 Additional T.O.R.I.S. Tyrant Stutt - Freedom of the Russian Empire from Alcohol Restrictions in Ohio Allows Us
to Brew T.O.R.I.S. and 201 Finally granted in 6 years! this super tasty triple oatmeal Russian Empire.Ohio's more freedom from alcohol restrictions allowed us to brew T.O.R.I.S., and was finally granted in 2016! It was long awaited by our fans. The day will come when you will get out of your shell and
stretch your wings. Now is the time - time for T.O.R.I.S.! read less 13.8% ABV 65 IBU 15,507 Rating addition 08/20/16 Frost Frog Christmas Ale Winter Ale The essence of Christmas is captured in this very bottle you hold. Perfectly blended spices complement and create the rich malt flavor of frosted
frogs. Read more The essence of Christmas is captured in this very bottle you hold. Perfectly blended spices complement the rich malt taste of frosting frogs, creating the ultimate Christmas experience. Celebrate the holiday as you taste this very special seasonal offering. Less than 8.6% ABV 12 IBU
13,375 rating added 08/21/10 Reading Turbo Shandy Citrus Ere Shandle/Radler born from European tradition, our Shandy is a refreshing combination of lemon and light malt taste. Unlike traditional shandies, TurboShandi revives it; born of European tradition, this shandy is a refreshing combination of
lemon and light malt flavors. Unlike traditional shandies, Turbo Shandy revives couple notches with a high-test, full-flavor approach so that only Hoppin's frog can! read 7% ABV 7 IBU 9,123 rating added 11/28/10 Barrel Aged D.O.R.I.S. Destroyer Stutt - Russian Imperial Maturation in Bourbon Whiskey
Barrels adds great complexity to our massive American double imperial stu. The aging of this barrel gives a memorable butter,... To add great complexity to our massive American double imperial stu, maturation in bourbon whiskey barrels Read More. The maturation of this barrel gives a memorable
butter, vanilla-like, flavorful whiskey character and is one of the most complex beers we have ever brewed. It is another testament to the best effort and dedication to our customers. READ 10.5% ABV 70 IBU 10,879 Rating added 10/17/13 Add average manarissi double IPA - explore imperial/double hop
extremes and experience all of their bitterness, flavor and aroma in this double I.P.A. Extreme, ultra-self-insisting and satisfying.Read more Explore the extremes of hops and experience all of their bitterness, flavor and aromaThe amount of double I.P.A. extreme, super-athertive and satisfying American
hop characters is balanced by the presence of toast, caramelization and intense malt. Less 8.2% ABV 168 IBU 8,162 Rating Add 08/21/10 Hop Up Goose Juice Rye IPA - Rye American Hop dominates this Rye I.P.A, creating an aggressive citrus and passion fruit character. The taste of the old world from
rye malt addes the perfect compliment. Read more American hops dominate this Rye I.P.A, creating assertive citrus and passion fruit characters. The old-world taste of rye malt addes the perfect compliment to the big, satisfying hop flavor and aroma of goose juice. Originally homemade by our beloved
brewer Goose, the wonderful combination of flavors added this professional I.P.A. reading 7% ABV 60 IBU 7,379 rating 04/19/12 additional hopdam triple IPA IPA - triple some bigger is better! In Hoppin's Frog, we built a massive hop dam to handle the huge amount of hops added to this giant American
triple. Read more Bigger is better! Some people say. In Hoppin's Frog, we built a massive hop dam to handle the huge amount of hops added to this giant American Triple I.P.A. The intense experience of citrus and painey hop characters is complemented by layers of rich malt flavor. Look at the new
standards for hoppy beer. Less 10% ABV N/A IBU 6,885 rating added 08/21/10 Heaven IPA IPA Add hops - beer spices to hops that raise your glass to heaven with a toast to American hops! This classic American I.P.A. features the best American hops to add spicy,... Read more Beer spices to raise your
glass to heaven with a toast to hops! This classic American I.P.A. features the best American hops to add its full-bodied, athertive, citrus character to its full-bodied, rich malty taste read 6.8% ABV 68 IBU 6,636 Rating Additional 08/21/10 Additional B.O.R.I.S. Crusher Reserve Stout - Russian Empire
Crusher after brewing B.O.R.I.S. succeeds over the years and our creative minds wander. We imagine that B.O.R.I.S. was brewed with even better dark grains. Read more after brewing B.O.R.I.S. Crushers succeed over the years and our creative minds wander. We imagine B.O.R.I.S. brewed with even
better dark grains (top-of-the-line imported dark grains) for smoother, mellower deep roast flavors. When we finally made the dream a reality, it was a symphony of beautiful flavors, a higher level of B.O.R.I.S. born of our creativity. Add less 9.4% ABV 60 IBU 6,789 rated additional silk porter porter -
American dark, robust and silky smooth and has many flavors of roasted, toasted and caramel malt. Porter is an old-world beer style, so it helped to get started. Read the dark, robust and silky smoothness, with many flavors of roast, toast and caramel malt. Porter is an old world beer style, so it helped
start the Industrial Revolution. Taste the history. Read 6.2% ABV 26 IBU 6,554 RatingAdd Cafe B.O.R.I.S. on 08/21/10. Crusher Stut - The flavor and aroma of russian empire fresh roasted coffee perfectly complements its intense, rich roasting character and add a satisfying level of complexity to this
robust stito. Read more The flavor and aroma of fresh roasted coffee add a satisfying level of complexity to this robust stu and perfectly complement its intense, rich roasting character. The cold infusion of whole coffee beans keeps the bitterness low and the flavor high!Read 9.4% ABV 60 IBU 6,143
Rating addition 05/15/11 Additional King Gorse Home Sour - Fans in his hometown of Akron were excited and proud when King Gorse was crowned! The departure of Akron left a sour taste in their mouths making Akron salty. Read more Fans in his hometown of Akron were thrilled and proud when the
king was crowned! Now, to honor his return and share these sourness and salty feelings, we have brewed beer to express these emotions in a taste that was almost a forgotten style itself! As Angel's Share slowly evaporates, the rich, malty character of our Outta Quilter Scotch-style Red Ale is expertly
complemented by barrel aging, with a 6% ABV 9 IBU 5,632 rating added 10/29/14 barrel aged outtascotch-style red ale scotch ale/wee-heavy. Read more Our Outta Klter Scotch-style rich, malty characters in red ales are expertly complemented by barrel aging as a share of angels slowly evaporates,
resulting in a wonderful concentration of flavors. The full taste experience goes a step further with vanillin undertones from barrel oak trees, adding flavorful and satisfying flavor depth to ultimately create a great sensory experience. At least 8.2% ABV 23 IBU 5,601 Rating Added 07/09/12 Additional
Daredevils Reads Game Oatmeal Imperial Stostat - Imperial/Double Oatmeal Collaboration and Cigar City Brewing. Imperial Stutt praised the hints of fresh roasted coffee beans and the unique character of Italian black. Read more collaborations with Cigar City Brewing. Imperial Stutt praised the hints of
fresh roasted coffee beans and the unique features of italian black brewer licorice. Added at least 10.4% ABV 60 IBU 5,707 rating added 06/13/16 Kira Vanilla Special IPA - America look at the wild combination of flavor and aroma of our vanilla beans IPA. These are two great flavors of great taste together
and open your eyes. Read more See the wild combination of flavor and aroma of vanilla beans IPA. Together these are two wonderful flavors and open your eyes to the inventive aspects of brewing!Frog, and open your eyes to the world of beer!Read 7.5% ABV 68 IBU 5,403 Rating Added Hop Heathen
IPA - Imperial/Double Black Imperial Black IPA offers athertive hop flavor embedded in the roast and dark chocolate malt backbone that gives this momental IPA a dark side. Read more Imperial Black IPA provides this momentary IPA with a flavor of assertive hops embedded in roast and dark chocolate



malt backbone that gives you the dark side you're sure to love! The perfectly blended spices complement the rich malt taste of frosted frogs and create the ultimate. Read more The essence of Christmas is captured in this very bottle. Perfectly blended spices complement the rich malt taste of frosting
frogs, creating the ultimate Christmas experience. Celebrate the holiday as you taste this very special seasonal offering. Less 8.6% ABV 12 IBU 4,760 Rated Added Barrel Aged T.O.R.I.S. Tyrant Stigut - Russian Empire This super tasty triple oatmeal Russian Imperial Stu is rich, dark and flavorful - The
way we like - This beer is intense! Reach a new level.Read more This super tasty triple oatmeal Russian Imperial Stutt is rich, dark and flavorful - the way we like - this beer is intense! The rich flavors and aromas of oak, vanilla and whiskey are rich in aromas and flavours to perfectly complement the
strong taste of T.O.R.I.S. readless 13.8% ABV 65 IBU 5,096 rating added 06/03/17 Outta Quilter Wee Heavy Scotch Red Ale Scotch Ale/Wee Heavy Rich, caramel and toast. Hints of rye add crisp, Scotch-like, old-world beer characters,... Read more The rich, malty taste of caramelized and toasted grains
dominates this strong Scotch ale. Hints of rye add crisp, scotch-like, old-world beer characters reminiscent of simple living from centuries ago. It's pee bit heavy € read 8.2% ABV 23 IBU 4,879 rating additional 08/21/10 barrel aged frog hollow double pumpkin pumpkin/yam beer frog hollow double
pumpkin ale smooth and spicy character is perfectly complemented by the aging of used whisky barrels. The results are complex,... Read more Smooth and spicy characters of frog hollow double pumpkin ale are perfectly complemented by the aging of used whisky barrels. The result is a combination of
complex and super tasty flavors that will leave you satisfied and memorable. We hope you enjoy the joy of this very special frog!Read 8.4% ABV 7 IBU 4,453 Rating Added 09/06/12 Added
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